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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This article reﬂects on the eﬀect of gatekeepers, guides and ghosts
on gaining access to research participants and ﬁeld sites. Using a
critically reﬂective approach, we examine our role as researchers
and the roles of intermediaries in the process to access schools
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our ﬁndings show how gaining
access is a non-linear process that is inﬂuenced by the agency of
researchers and intermediaries at diﬀerent contextual levels. Our
analysis probes past research on gatekeepers, develops the
emerging research on the role of guides and advances current
understandings by introducing the concept of ghosts. Given the
lack of detailed, contextualised accounts on how researchers gain
access to schools during or after a crisis, our experiences add to
current understandings by providing an ‘on the ground’ account
on how research can be stymied or end with mixed results when
it is viewed as a diﬃcult undertaking.

gatekeeping; ethics; access;
COVID-19; schools; on-site
research

Introduction
It has been acknowledged that gaining access to research sites is a common problem
faced by researchers within the ﬁeld of social science and the more speciﬁc ﬁeld of education (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani 2016; Amundsen, Msoroka,
and Findsen 2017; Chaudhuri 2017; Richard and Bélanger 2018). Moreover, it has been
argued that researchers who undertake qualitative research are more likely to experience
problems associated with access (Grant 2017). Furthermore, scholars have noted that
access to organisations, including schools, can be diﬃcult for a variety of reasons
(Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Peticca-Harris, De Gama, and Elias 2016; Singh and Wassenaar 2016; Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017; Grant 2017; Richard and Bélanger
2018). Scholars have discussed how school-based research projects can be subjected to an
extra layer of ethical procedures and impacted factors which permit, limit or deny access
to a research site and/or participants (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017; Richard
and Bélanger 2018). Conducting research in schools during a time of crisis poses
additional challenges for researchers wanting to access school sites as potential schools
and participants are focussed on dealing with the eﬀects of the crisis and caring for
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students and staﬀ needs (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015). While the complexities related to
gaining access have been examined by scholars, academic literature which focusses on
gaining access to schools for research during or after a crisis is limited.
Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen (2017) argue education researchers who are successful at gaining access to sites and participants need to share their knowledge and
experiences and we believe it is equally important to share stories of how research can
be stymied or end with mixed results when it is viewed as an unviable proposition or
diﬃcult undertaking. Consequently, in this paper, we seek to add to the current understanding of the issues and challenges related to gaining access to schools in the 2020s. We
argue in other educational leadership publications, outside the scope of this paper’s aim
(Cunningham 2020; Harvanakova, Cunningham, and Striepe 2021; Longmuir et al. 2021;
Striepe and Cunningham 2021; Zhang, Striepe, and Cunningham 2021), that this decade
is beset with crisis and/or crises of both natural and human-made disasters. In this paper,
we want to argue that in such dire times, it is crucial to gain access into schools to learn
how educators are leading in real time so that our understandings for both practice and
theorising are as contemporaneous as possible.
We use a critically reﬂective approach (Smyth 1986, 1989; Cunningham 2011, 2012,
2017) to critique research access to principals, middle level, and teacher leaders across
a wide variety of private and public schools, both primary and secondary. Our paper
arose from a problem we were frustrated to encounter: a lack of assistance, support,
and resistance to a rigorously designed qualitative case study at both system and
school levels.
Our literature review will show that researchers should not assume that gaining access
to schools will be straightforward (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015). There is a real need to
negotiate school access and permission to conduct research through gatekeepers (Crowhurst and Kennedy-Macfoy 2013; Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017; Grant
2017). Then we will critically reﬂect on our professional experiences of trying to gain
access to school sites to conduct research during COVID-19 and consider: What strategies might be used to assist with accessing schools? What strategies were successful
and what strategies were not and why? What factors were impacting our ability to
access research sites and why? And how were those factors supporting or hindering
access to the research site?

Literature review
Gaining access
Scholars have argued that literature on gaining access has promoted the idea that access is
a rational, planned stage of the research process; one that follows a set of strategies
designed to meet any oﬃcial procedures (Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani 2016; PeticcaHarris, De Gama, and Elias 2016). Scholars have warned against such a simplistic view
as it does not consider the ambiguities, complexities and challenges of the processes
related to gaining access which can commence well before the start of ﬁeldwork
(Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani 2016; Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017; Roll and
Swenson 2019). Over the past two decades, researchers have considered and analysed
the intricacies and diﬃculties they encountered when accessing a research site and
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participants within the ﬁeld of social science (Wanat 2008; Johl and Renganathan 2010;
Reeves 2010; Clark 2011; Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani 2016;
Lund, Panda, and Dhal 2016; Peticca-Harris, De Gama, and Elias 2016; Amundsen,
Msoroka, and Findsen 2017; Grant 2017; Jenkins 2018; Azungah 2019; Roll and
Swenson 2019).
Much of the literature on this topic rejects the view that gaining access is a simple,
straightforward process. Instead, scholars have promoted the view that gaining access
is a dynamic, non-linear process that can be impacted by diﬀerent contextual factors
and various organisational members. For instance, research has illustrated how access
can be hindered by perceptions that the research is not a good use of time or that it is
sensitive (Johl and Renganathan 2010; Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Amundsen,
Msoroka, and Findsen 2017). Such insights align with the view that access can, sometimes, be dependent on the perceived beneﬁts for the site or the participants (Shenton
and Hayter 2004 cited in Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017). Additionally, scholars
have pointed to how ‘outsider’ status, relationships and/or power dynamics between the
researchers, research sites and participants can limit conditions of entry, access to data or
respondents (Wanat 2008; Johl and Renganathan 2010; Amundsen, Msoroka, and
Findsen 2017; Grant 2017). To overcome such issues, researchers have noted the importance of building relationships, negotiation and understanding the organisation’s culture
when trying to gain access (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Amundsen, Msoroka, and
Findsen 2017; Grant 2017). This is particularly evident in work which has examined
access to settings that have experienced conﬂict (Jenkins 2018) or crisis where it is
crucial that researchers are perceived to have a genuine interest to engage with the participants lived experiences and ‘not simply taking advantage of their situation of vulnerability’ (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015, 84).
Gatekeepers
The issues surrounding access are commonly tied to the term of gatekeepers. The existing
literature has ‘emphasized the vital role of gatekeepers … in negotiating and gaining
access’ (Peticca-Harris, De Gama, and Elias 2016, 377), however, this deﬁnition is
open to interpretation (Chaudhuri 2017). Clark’s (2011) deﬁnition of gatekeepers: ‘individuals, groups and organisations that act as intermediaries between researchers and participants’ illustrates the range of actors and entities that can act as a gatekeeper (486).
While Clark’s (2011) use of the word intermediaries which could connote a positive
impression, Lund et al. (2016) note the power and control gatekeepers can have over
access to sites and respondents for research illustrating how this type of intermediary
can be helpful or obstructive (281). Adding to these ideas are the observations that gatekeepers can diﬀer across settings because of the uniqueness of each site; thus researchers
must consider each setting diﬀerently to maximise the chance that gatekeepers will
enable and support access (Wanat 2008; Lund, Panda, and Dhal 2016; Chaudhuri
2017; Grant 2017). Grant (2017) depicts how access is impacted in both positive and
negative ways by gatekeepers at the macro, meso and micro levels of context. Furthermore, gatekeepers have been described as formal and informal with formal gatekeepers
having an authority to allow access and informal gatekeepers inﬂuencing the success or
failure of the project (Wanat 2008; Reeves 2010; Matthiesen 2020). In sum, the body of
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research has established the signiﬁcant role a gatekeeper plays in either helping or hindering the research process (Lund, Panda, and Dhal 2016; Amundsen, Msoroka, and
Findsen 2017).
Given the issues with access and the key role gatekeepers play in the research process,
numerous researchers have provided advice and oﬀered speciﬁc frameworks on how to
manage gatekeepers to gain and maintain access (Buchanan, Boddy, and McCalman
1988; Johl and Renganathan 2010; Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Grant 2017). Buchanan
et al. (1988) important model breaks access into four stages: getting in, getting on,
getting out and getting back. The stage of getting in acknowledges how access to an
organisation is a game of chance, not of skill (Buchanan, Boddy, and McCalman
1988). Johl and Renganathan (2010) have adapted Buchanan et al. (1988) model, creating
the stages of pre-entry, during ﬁeldwork, after ﬁeldwork and getting back. Johl and
Renganathan’s (2010) model also includes how these stages can be approached
through formal and informal (personal) ways; capturing how gaining access requires distinct approaches because of a researcher’s background, status or prior relationship with
the potential site and participants. The use of informal, more personal approaches relates
to Wanat (2008) and Mutch et al. (2015) research in schools, both stress the importance
of establishing cooperative, participatory relationships with gatekeepers to gain access
into school organisations. More recently, Peticca-Harris et al. (2016) model accounts
for the ‘dynamic, nonlinear process’ gaining access can take (377). Their model captures
how gaining access often requires researcher to re-think, revise and adapt their approach
to progress the research as a result of the challenges of access and dealing with gatekeepers. Grant’s (2017) research also illustrates the dynamic, nonlinear nature of
gaining access. Grant (2017) argues that to overcome issues related to access, a researcher
should consider diﬀerent contextual factors that impact on access. Grant (2017) provides
solutions that account for the various challenges to access according to the level of
context (macro, meso and micro). Similarly, Mutch et al. (2015) research provides
insights on how to successfully access schools during times of crisis which also highlights
the need to carefully consider the schools’ context.
The body of literature on gatekeepers has established their signiﬁcant role in the
research process and has oﬀered research solutions to this vexed problem. Such ideas
are an interesting contrast to other models and social research textbooks which tend
to view gatekeepers as ‘monolithic, neutral and static ﬁgures in the ﬁeld’ (Crowhurst
and Kennedy-Macfoy 2013, 457). More recent work on access has advanced our understanding of the role of another intermediary, the guide, which will be explored next.
Guides
The next concept, guides, has garnered less attention in the literature on access (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017). Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen (2017) promote the
view that gatekeepers and guides are ‘people who can help or hinder a researcher’s access
to research sites and to participants depending on how their view their validity and value’
(60). However, they argue that guides are distinct from gatekeepers in how they can ‘play
a more participatory role and take on a more visible partnership role with the researchers
within the organisation’ (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017, 8). Such ideas are
evident in other recent works. For instance, Grant (2017) discusses how personal
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contacts helped to overcome access issues, however, she does not speciﬁcally call these
contacts guides. In another example, Jenkins (2018) oﬀers interesting insights on how
local people shaped access and ultimately enabled access to participants through their
‘social capital’ (i.e. knowledge of the local context and its distinct dynamics) to build
relationships and networks which paved the way for her to rapport with the participants
in a short amount of time (n.p.). She characterised the locals as guides but also as assistants, translators, collaborators, and friends (Jenkins 2018). Amundsen et al. research
(2017) did apply the speciﬁc term of guides. In this case, the term was derived from
the Indigenous Māori word of kaiārahi (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017).
While kaiārahi has diﬀerent meanings, Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen (2017)
adopted the deﬁnition of a ‘person who provides a pathway to knowledge by guiding,
mentoring and working alongside a researcher to enable research to happen within
their organisation’ (7–8). Like Jenkins (2018), Amundsen et al. (2017) ﬁndings point
to how kaiārahis (guides) can promote participation and collaboration in the research
and helped to overcome issues related to outsider status. Given the limited literature
and insights on this term, it will be interesting to see how future research considers
the concept in discussions of access.
Ghosts
We now turn to introduce a third type of intermediary, ghosts. The term of ghosts
comes from the word, ghosting, a colloquial term normally associated with relationships. Speciﬁcally, ‘ghosting’ is used when an individual stops all communication
with a friend, partner, or colleague without any explanation. Any attempt to communicate with the individual is simply ignored (i.e. ghosting). With the rise of technology
and its aﬀordances, ghosting has become easier and a more prominent tactic to deal
with unwanted communications (Timmerman, Hermans, and Opree 2020). While this
notion has gained increased attention within the literature on the topic of break-up
strategies (Timmerman, Hermans, and Opree 2020), there is no identiﬁed research
that has applied this term to explore issues related to access. Given our experiences,
we believe this term is useful to advance understanding of the challenges related to
access.
Despite this growing body of literature on the topic of gaining access, it has been
asserted that the challenges associated with accessing sites and participants, strategies
to overcome such challenges, and general understandings of this phenomenon are
‘under-stated’ (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017, 5) and ‘under described’
(Grant 2017, 2). Moreover, it has been noted that the speciﬁc topic of how gatekeepers
can support or hinder research has received little attention with the ﬁeld of social
science research (Crowhurst and Kennedy-Macfoy 2013). The literature on gaining
access and gatekeeping in schools, and more speciﬁcally schools facing crisis, is even
more limited with Wanat (2008) and Mutch et al. work (2015) being exceptions respectively. Additionally, it is evident that the notion of guides and the idea of ghosts as it
related to access have yet to be fully examined. This paper aims to address this gap in
the literature by providing three vignettes and discussing how these intermediaries
impacted on our project.
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Methodology
In line with the nature of ethnography, we aimed to capture our personal experiences
and document what went on over the period we tried to gain access (Hammersley
2018). Given our concern with understanding our and other people’s behaviours
and how that impacted on gaining access our data collection focused on collecting
information from own and other’s accounts (Hammersley 2018). This included elicited and non-elicited unstructured accounts such as documents, letters and emails
from key stakeholders and our accounts and conversations recorded through ﬁeld
notes, emails and texts. Our aims led to the adoption of narrative vignettes to
present our experiences. Chambers (2003) and Rådesjö (2018) both present compelling reminders that the use of vignettes and narratives to analyse collected reﬂections,
observations and writings are legitimate, powerful research tools. Vignettes allow for
the interrogation of researchers’ work as researchers ‘with speciﬁc identities and perspectives’ (Rådesjö 2018, 68). Narrative vignettes enable storying as discourse and
allow for the creation of authentic interpretations and meanings from data (Chambers
2003).
We analysed the collected data through Critical Reﬂective Practice (CRP), a research
method whose deﬁnition is embodied in the three words that make up the name: critical
or critically, relating to critical education theory; reﬂective for reﬂecting on actions; and
practice describing an educator’s day-to-day practice in the workplace (Cunningham
2011). The CRP method is most commonly associated with education research and
has evolved from a blending of action research and critical autoethnography (Cunningham 2011).
In this case, CRP enabled us to examine our etic experiences and critique our research
practices without fear or favour. Inspired by the example set by John Smyth (1986; 1989;
2017) and Stephen Brookﬁeld (1995), we applied this CRP model to develop an informed
view of our research practices and the wider contexts inﬂuencing our work:
Stage 1 ‘involves the gathering of data to accumulate enough information to comprehensively describe’ the research experience (Cunningham 2012, 51–52). In this case, we
collected data using documents, emails from potential participants and our research conversations recorded through emails and texts. Stage 2 focuses on ‘making explicit the
assumptions that were implicit’ in the research experience (Cunningham 2012, 51–52).
Stage 3 involves confronting the research problem. In our process, Stages 2 and 3
focused on analysing the data through the process of reading, re-reading, and discussing
the data to identify the signiﬁcant and non-signiﬁcant events and issues we experienced
and continue to experience. We then moved towards critiquing, theorising, and writing
about how the collected data reﬂected and informed the diﬀerent layers of our experiences with the various systems and schools. This process led to a series of vignettes
that describe our experiences1 about what went well and what did not. Three of those
vignettes are presented in the results section as they oﬀer a short, dense encapsulation
of our lived experiences. These vignettes also helped us envision ways forward, which
aligns with stage 4 of CRP where the researcher seeks to reconstruct experiences in
ways that prove beneﬁcial and may facilitate understanding and the generation of new
knowledge (Chambers 2003, 403). The article now turns to details the results of
gaining access to research participants and school sites in three diﬀerent school systems.
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Results
Describing research access to schools in one Australian state during COVID-19
In Australia, a school can belong to one of three wider systems: Government, Catholic or
Independent. We navigated access to these various school systems at the same time. Our
interactions with the systems were initially informed by our previous knowledge and
experience and the systems’ policy and procedures but our approaches changed overtime.
Our approaches were also informed by the situation we found ourselves in. In March
2020, the federal and state governments in Australia authorised emergency lockdowns
of entire states and shutdowns of entire economic sectors. Almost overnight, Australians
were subject to a period of school closure and then a cautious and evolving return to
some semblance of classroom learning with extra health precautions, such as mask
wearing and social distancing. Thus we designed our study to consider the ethical implications of an unstable situation. Once we gained ethical approval from our university
ethics committee, we then turned to how to best approach each system and/or school.
Each system has diﬀerent requirements for conducting research, which include
gaining access. The following table displays the system’s requirement for gaining
access to their sector’s schools (Table 1).
The context and each systems’ requirements provided distinct experiences of gaining
access which is described next through the series of vignettes.
Vignette 1: system A
We knew from our colleagues and our own past experiences of conducting research in
System A schools that it was beneﬁcial to share information about the research project
with system staﬀ member(s). Thus we informally contacted a few staﬀ members, all
who had roles that entailed oversight of schools via email. We provided information
Table 1. Gaining access in the three systems.
Stage
Pre-entry:
informal

Pre-entry:
formal
Pre-entry:
formal

Getting in:
formal

System A
Researchers can seek collaboration
with site managers for the design
and development of research, no
discussion about future
participation can occur
Researchers must gain approval from
university’s HREC
Researchers apply for system approval
to conduct the research
The system provides a response with
comments and questions or
approval or refusal to pursue the
research project
As needed, the researcher responds to
comments and resubmit application
Research begins to contact site
managers (typically the principal)
for participants
Site managers have ﬁnal discretion
whether to participate in research

System B

System C
Researcher can seek interest
in the study informally

Researchers must gain approval
from university’s HREC
Researchers apply for system
approval to conduct the research
The system provides a response
with comments, questions or
approval or refusal to approach
potential principals
As needed, the researcher
responds to comments and
resubmits application
Researcher begins contacting site
managers (typically the
principal) for participants
Site manager has ﬁnal discretion
whether to participate in
research

Researchers must gain
approval from university’s
HREC

Researcher begins
contacting site managers
(typically the principal) for
participants
Site manager has ﬁnal
discretion whether to
participate in research
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about the project and asked them to consider endorsing the research project. Of those we
approached we received an email from one person which acknowledged the email and
provided oﬃcial information on gaining access to schools. Other emails received no
response.
At the same time, we started to complete forms for formal approval to conduct the
research. We were aware the application process is designed to be an eﬃcient and synchronised process. We were also aware through system documents that the system recognises and values quality research because of its potential to provide beneﬁts to education,
training and the school’s broader community and expresses support for site managers to
participate in research by external parties. Despite this, we knew from our past experiences that this would not be such a straightforward process. There is a general perception
amongst university researchers that approval to conduct research in System A schools is
diﬃcult to secure; sometimes taking months or a year to gain approval. We were aware
that two members of our faculty’s leadership executive team had been attempting to build
a better relationship with the system, particularly with the personnel who had oversight
of research projects. Consequently, we were happy when these two leaders reached out to
us and indicated they would pass on information about our project to key personnel
within System A. That communication resulted in our project being ‘prioritised’. We
felt good about that step. At the time, we believed that this would enable the project
to be assessed promptly and might be viewed in a positive light. After we had submitted
our forms, we received a reply from System A that the form had been received and the
project was under review. We waited. Two weeks went by, then a month with no word.
One of the executive leaders sent an email to ask ‘about the current status’ of the project
and sent another message after two months but still no decision or correspondence was
received. Months have passed since the application was sent and at the time of writing
this paper (9 months) no response has been received.
Vignette 2: system B
In this case, we focused on the formal application. We felt that the timing of the request
and the timeline of the research could be crucial, so we waited to send our application in
when there had been no community transmission of the virus and schools had been operating in face-to-face mode for several weeks. We expected, based on our prior experiences with System B’s processes, that a decision might take up to 2 months.
Surprisingly, we received a quick response within 2 weeks. The letter we received
stated that research was rejected on the basis that the system would ‘liaise with our
schools to identify aspects of good practice’ and that ‘our research has the capacity to
confound this liaison as well as potentially increasing the unnecessary burden’. Additionally, the letter stated that the research was ‘not valid and would not be able to guarantee
the anonymity of responses’. While we were disappointed, we were also concerned about
System B’s understanding of the research and its aim. Additionally, although we understood that permission to conduct research is evaluated based on its signiﬁcance to the
system we were confused as the system’s oﬃcial documents note the importance of
research as it informs policy making and more generally the school community. We
felt let down by the decision. Particularly as the system didn’t give us a chance to
discuss or address their concerns even though that is allowed according to system documents. It was a clear and deﬁnitive no.
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Vignette 3: system C
For system C, we used our professional and personal connections to reach out to speciﬁc
schools via email. In some cases, we were contacting our friends and colleagues who were
teacher leaders within the school who then passed on the email to the school’s leaders (i.e.
a principal or deputy principal). In other cases, our connections were the principal. This
approach enabled us to gain access to three schools, although one school later pulled out
of the study due to issues of concerns on the impact on staﬀ as well as staﬀ availability. In
the two schools, we managed to access, one school, namely the principal, limited access to
one member of staﬀ, an assistant principal. In the other case, the principal was happy for
all members of the leadership team to be involved. This principal also volunteered to
make an announcement about the research at a meeting for principals and to pass on
information about the study in an email. However, that support did not result in any
other schools expressing an interest in participating in the study.
At the same time, we approached executives within the system to assist us with gaining
access to a wider range of schools. The rationale for approaching executive leaders was
based on our knowledge of the system; our experience taught us that it is helpful to let
key staﬀ know about the research. In the past, staﬀ at the system level had been
helpful in suggesting schools and had opened doors for conducting research in
schools. We approached Leader A with a cold call and had a brief conversation about
the project and its merits which led to another conversation with Leader
B. Information about the study was requested and further correspondence (via phone
and email) ensued. While Leader B expressed interest in the study it was felt that
school leaders would not be ready to participate in the research and advised waiting
until later in the year. We were invited to contact Leader B after the next school term
had started. We acknowledged and understood such views; research, at the best of
times, is not always viewed as time well spent by school leaders and staﬀ and at the
time there was, naturally, some uncertainty about COVID-19 pandemic. Once the new
school term had begun, we again contacted Leader B about the project, telling them
that we had been successful in gaining access to some schools and that we would appreciate the opportunity to speak with them again about accessing more schools. However, no
response was ever received.

Discussion
What informs gatekeepers, guides and ghosts’ practice?
Stage 2 of CRP involves making connections between the academic literature on gaining
access and our experiences as per Smyth (1989) and Cunningham (2011) frameworks.
Our accounts exemplify existing literature on intermediaries and how their actions can
have diﬀerent eﬀects on access and literature on how diﬀerent types of intermediaries
exist at diﬀerent levels of context. Our experiences align with Feldman, Bell, and
Berger (2003) and Matthiesen’s (2020) insights in that we were led down diﬀerent corridors as we navigated each system. In some cases, we found people who opened doors to
new corridors but sometimes these corridors led to empty spaces. We also experienced
people who opened doors but then closed the door for ‘no discernible reason’
(Feldman, Bell, and Berger 2003, ix). As such our experience aligns with Peticca-
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Harris, De Gama, and Elias (2016) model as we formed strategies, employed them and
then re-strategised and adapted our approaches to manage various intermediaries. We
characterise these diﬀerent intermediaries as gatekeepers, guides and ghosts (see
Figures 1 and 2).
On a macro level, political and socio-economic factors have an impact on the regulatory frameworks used to govern research protocols including access. However, because of
the breadth of factors inﬂuencing the macro level, we have not included the analysis of
this particular level as it is beyond the scope of our study. Having said that on a meso
level, our accounts show how gatekeepers, in the form of system-level personnel and
system-level requirements, have an impact on access (Clark 2011; Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani 2016; Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017). Like Chaudhuri (2017), the gatekeepers encountered were formal as they were administrators who oversaw the
approval of research within their respective systems. This is particularly clear in the
second vignette where the system personnel believed our proposed project would interfere with their work. Consequently, our experiences exemplify Clark’s idea of ‘intrusion’
as our research was perceived to be entering into an area that the system had an ‘interest
in protecting and managing’ (2011, 495). In this case, it is clear the gatekeepers believed
that participation in the study would be risky, result in the system losing ‘control of the
representation of their reality’ and/or present a reality that may not be ‘congruent to the
one held by the group’ (Clark 2011, 494–95). Aligning with the argument of how gatekeepers’ beliefs, scepticism and/or view about what useful or valued forms of knowledge
(i.e. the dispositions) can act as a barrier to access (Johl and Renganathan 2010; Clark
2011; Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015; Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017).
Another intermediary at the meso level were the ghosts, evident in vignettes 1 and
3. We suggest that ghosting on the part of key personnel is an impediment to research.
We cannot share reasons why ghosting occurred as this paper is focused on our

Figure 1. Critical reﬂective practice model.
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Figure 2. Intermediaries at diﬀerent levels of context.

reﬂections but generally our experiences seem to align with how ghosting is typically used
to protect oneself from unwanted approaches by deleting or blocking messages or by
simply remaining unresponsive (Timmerman, Hermans, and Opree 2020). We are
also open to the possibility that the ghosting can be unintended; in this case, our
ghosts might have been busy and didn’t have time to or forgot to respond (Timmerman,
Hermans, and Opree 2020). However, we note that we did prompt our ghosts to respond
but did not receive any further communication. Hence, we characterise their actions as
ghosting as it pertains to the idea of how ghosting is used to protect oneself from
unwanted approaches (Timmerman, Hermans, and Opree 2020). It is an interesting
implication of our reﬂections and one that would warrant further examination to gain
understanding of what approach was taken or the reasons behind that.
On a micro level, our experiences illustrate how gatekeepers, the principals, determined participation in two diﬀerent ways. First, the principals determined whether the
school would participate and second, which staﬀ would participate. Each case was
diﬀerent, in one school the principal limited participation to one participant while in
another the principal enabled the participation of all members of the leadership team.
In one last case, while the principal initially agreed to the school and staﬀ participating
the gatekeeper later reassessed their involvement because of concerns regarding staﬀ
well-being and withdrew. Such experiences relate to Mutch et al. (2015) conclusion on
how dispositional, relational and situational factors can impact the process of gaining
access. In our case, the principals’ attitudes and values (i.e. their dispositions) prohibited
or limited the research. Additionally, various relational factors impacted the research. In
our case, we were unable to discuss/clarify or even negotiate with gatekeepers about the
purpose and participants for the research. Lastly, our experience connects with the idea of
how situational factors impact on access. In that, our vignettes illustrate how each
research setting required a diﬀerent approach to gain access what worked in one
setting did not necessarily translate to another setting (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015, 94).
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Additionally, our experiences support prior research on how guides at the micro level
can aﬀect access to sites and/or participants (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017).
Our experiences are informative for the ﬁeld because the assistance of guides resulted
in mixed results. In our case, we used guides to try to establish communication and
create a sense of mutuality and reciprocity between the two parties (Amundsen,
Msoroka, and Findsen 2017). In the case of Vignette 1 the guides, who were colleagues,
were unsuccessful in their endeavours. As such, our experiences highlight the extent of
the power gatekeepers can have over guides and the process of access and provide an
example of how the power of guides can be sometimes limited and lead to dead ends.
On the other hand, our experiences in Vignette 3 illustrate the power of a guide to successfully inﬂuence access to research sites (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017).
Having said that is important to note our guides were our friends and colleagues
much like Grant’s (2017) research. Their role does not necessarily ﬁt with the notion
of guides as conceptualised by Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen (2017). More work
around conceptualising the notions of guides and more generally understanding how
this type of intermediary can be labelled diﬀerently because of the role they play in the
process of gaining access is required.
Confronting the causes of gaining or being denied access
The third stage of critical reﬂection is confronting which focuses on identifying causes. In
our case, we reﬂected on what factors helped us to gain access to schools and what factors
constrained our access to schools? We also reﬂected on whose interests were being served
in providing or hindering access? We kept in mind Jenkins’ insights to ‘honestly engage
with and reﬂect upon who and what information we were able to access, whose voices
might have been silenced and for what reasons’ (2018, n.p.).
It is clear from the limited amount of research that discusses gaining access under particular circumstances, such as conﬂict (Jenkins 2018) or crisis (Mutch, Yates, and Hu
2015), that such endeavours can be diﬃcult. Our accounts show that concerns from multiple intermediaries were reasons for not participating or for limiting participation. It
could be that this factor alone was the main factor, however, given that we do not
know what inﬂuenced the gatekeeping in all cases we can only surmise this is so.
Another factor that we believe aﬀected access schools is perceptions about our status
and/or our low visibility within the system. We wonder if the gatekeepers (i.e. systemlevel leaders) lack of familiarity with us, as researchers, inﬂuenced their decision.
Would a stronger relationship with the various systems result in diﬀerent outcomes?
For instance, would familiarity or a stronger relationship result in a more robust conversation with system leaders in the independent system? Would it have resulted in System B
(Vignette 2) responding with questions rather than an outright rejection of the research
and/or a reply or decision on the research from System A (Vignette 1)?
We raise a broader question on the extent to which the state of relationships between
our university’s faculty, the school system and/or schools factored into the level and ease
of access. Each vignette illustrates how access can be heavily dependent on requirements
for conducting research in schools as well as the people who oversee and enact them
(Jenkins 2018, n.p.). Given the degree of control various intermediaries at both the
meso and micro levels, had in preventing access it seems that further work needs to be
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done to understand their perceptions of the university and the faculty to determine if it
was the topic, research project, the university, us, or combination of these factors which
impacted on access. As Jenkins notes, access can be a result of the ‘consequences of
researchers’ associations’ that might not always be visible but have an inﬂuence our
research in a ‘subtle but no less signiﬁcant way’ (2018, n.p.).
This relates to the values and beliefs of these intermediaries. We wonder about the
extent to which dispositional attitudes (Mutch, Yates, and Hu 2015) on the part of the
system leaders was the factor that impeded access. Particularly we wonder if the rejection
of our research was inﬂuenced by ‘interpersonal hostilities and tensions … that exist
below the surface’ (Jenkins 2018, n.p.). If so, this is problematic, when one considers
the system-level documents on conducting research. For example, various systems’ policies highlight how the organisations value research and wanted to design an easy process
to allow research to be conducted. Our experiences demonstrate how gatekeeper’s and
ghosts’ actions do not always align with policy and procedures. We would argue that
the system’s ability to judge seemed to translate into a decision on what is ‘liked’ and
‘not liked’. So, it seems that while policy is meant to encourage research if the gatekeepers
or ghosts’ dispositions towards the research prohibit the aim of the policy, it raises questions about bias, impartiality, and objectivity. Our experiences exemplify Grant’s observation that ‘in some circumstances, challenges of gaining access to an organisation tell
more than the data gathered itself’ (2017, 9).
A fourth factor that needs to be discussed relates not to intermediaries but the circumstances and/or environment. Before COVID-19, it was diﬃcult to gain access to school
sites for research, but once the pandemic began it seemed that access to education sites
for research had quickly became a very low priority. We did try to anticipate how the
circumstances would impact access by delaying our research until situation had stabilised, but this strategy did not have much impact on our success. Given the amount of
concern, and conceivably fear, the pandemic has caused Widdowﬁeld’s (2000, 201)
insights on how ‘emotions’ are ‘an inherent and integral part of conducting research’
are useful. Our experiences show how emotions can ‘have a real and tangible impact
on the research process’; it aﬀected the way and whether our research can be carried
out (Widdowﬁeld 2000, 201).
On a more positive note, we must reﬂect on the role our friends and colleagues as
guides played in our attempts to gain access. These guides had an insider status that
helped us to gain access to ﬁeld site; without them, we would not have had any
success. Our colleague’s insider status gave our study credibility and helped to address
some initial concerns. Our friends helped to get the attention of potential gatekeepers
more quickly. This aligns to older research that acknowledges how insider status
assists in systems where ‘gatekeepers occupy increasingly important positions’ which
are ‘crucial to the ongoing development of a useable knowledge base’ (Clark 2011, 485).
Reconstructing our process to research access to schools
The last part of the CRP framework (Smyth 1989; Cunningham 2011) is reconstruction
which focuses on the question of how the various issues we experienced be changed for
the good of all? To diminish the eﬀect of these intermediaries, we reﬂect that relationships with gatekeepers at diﬀerent contextual levels need to be improved, guides need
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to be used more strategically and ghosts need to be either accepted or confronted through
appropriate strategies.
Our experiences have taught us to be mindful of the state of our relationships. We
have also learned to develop relationships more carefully and intentionally with
schools and school systems but speciﬁcally those who can act as gatekeepers and
ghosts. Both Lund, Panda, and Dhal (2016, 288) and Amundsen, Msoroka, and
Findsen (2017, 7) talk about a gatekeeper’s invisible hand. We would argue that intermediaries, of all types, are both visible and invisible. In our case, we experienced the visible
hand of gatekeepers and the invisible hand of ghosts. The question is how to best deal
with both the visible and invisible? One possible way to is identifying people who can
help build a space of inclusion (Lund, Panda, and Dhal 2016). Further, it would be warranted to try and turn gatekeepers and ghosts into a more useful intermediary (Mutch,
Yates, and Hu 2015). We, as researchers, need to take advantage of relationships we
already have with schools to utilise established networks of trust (Jenkins 2018). We
need to cultivate new relationships with schools and systems; such relationships may
result in establishing relationships with insiders that can provide gatekeepers an understanding of what future research project and provide the gatekeeper with the sense we can
be seen as a friend (Jenkins 2018, n.p.).
However, that brings about reﬂections on how school systems perceive their relationship with universities and how well they understand that one of the main functions of
universities is to conduct research. We argue that it would be beneﬁcial to provide guidance to gatekeepers and guides on what constitutes sound educational research and the
processes of ethical approval to conduct the research. Regarding how systems perceive
their relationships with universities, from our perspective, work needs to be done to
develop better research partnerships between schools and universities that reﬂect trust,
mutuality, and reciprocity (Gilbert et al. 2018). Such work may assist our ability to
conduct research in schools.
Although it might not come through clearly in these vignettes, we believe that we were,
generally, too cautious in our approach. While we acknowledge Mutch, Yates, and Hu
(2015) and Jenkins (2018) insights about dealing with concerns about research early
on; what we have learned from our experiences is that in some cases we could have
been more assertive and hold systems to account; ensuring that policy and process is followed. We need to be mindful of Punch’s advice not to ‘become over-sensitive so as to
avoid dubbing the setting or topic virtually unresearchable’ (1989, 181). While we
acknowledge the emotion around the pandemic was and still is very real, the research
was designed to enable leaders to reﬂect on their experiences which we believe is an
important beneﬁt of the research for participants and can help school leaders with the
challenge of dealing with crisis more generally.

Conclusion
Our experiences show the misconnect between the processes for gaining access and how
such processes work out in the ﬁeld (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017). Given that
such experiences are commonly faced by researchers but have been ‘largely ignored by
the literature’ (Amundsen, Msoroka, and Findsen 2017, 17) our experiences provide a
useful example of what does happen. We agree with Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani (2016)
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and Amundsen et al. (2017) assertions that it is important for researchers to reﬂect and
share their experiences of access to convey what has been learned.
Our experiences add to current understandings of how access for qualitative research
within the ﬁeld of education and, more generally social science, can be experienced. This
paper adds evidence that supports Mutch et al. (2015) assertions that research in schools
facing or recovering from crisis poses additional challenges for researchers. Importantly
it shows how access, in the ﬁrst instance, is dependent on the assistance, willingness and
support of those outside the intended research site (i.e. those who have control or oversight). Additionally. our experiences illustrate how access is a dynamic process that is
subject to positive and negative tactics by gatekeepers, guides and ghosts before access,
at access and after access. As such, the vignettes show the ‘intricacies, challenges, and political and ethical implications of negotiating access’ (Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani 2016, 536).
It is far more complicated than following ethical guidance provided by social science
research textbooks and national statements on ethical research. It requires patience
and genuine, honest long-term communication via channels, approaches and language
that are most appropriate for those who have control over the intended research sites
and participants. In addition, our encounters show the need to be cognisant and sensitive
to the research topic. In sum, our experiences demonstrate how access is about entering
into a social world that needs to be constantly negotiated (Matthiesen 2020).
As Cunliﬀe and Alcadipani (2016) state, we need to break the taboos that exist regarding sharing experiences. We believe it is important to provide cases that show how issues
surrounding access impact the success of research projects. Our experiences show that
even when researchers are responsible, adhere to requirements, are considerate of
their status and patient such actions do not always result in positive outcomes and selective access to research sites (Chaudhuri 2017, 2020). We communicate our experience to
enhance the ﬁeld’s understanding of cases, not only the positive ones but also the ones
that end with mixed results.
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